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DEEP
FAKE
ALL
AROUND

So far, deepfakes have been
limited to amateur hobbyists
putting celebrities’ faces on porn
stars’ bodies and making
politicians say funny things.
However, it would be just as easy
to create a deepfake of an
emergency alert warning an
attack was imminent, or destroy
someone’s marriage with a fake
sex video, or disrupt a close
election by dropping a fake video
or audio recording of one of the
candidates days before voting
starts.

The rise of artificial intelligence
technology has led to the rapid
spread of fake video and audio
recordings around the world. The
more perfect the AI becomes, the
more convincing the new fakes
look.

Nowadays people more often face
with deepfakes and this trend
significantly affect politics,
information warfare, media, forensic
scientists, and the entertainment
industry.

Not so long ago we heard and saw
how Barack Obama calls Donald
Trump a “complete jerk.” Mark
Zuckerberg boasts “full control
over the stolen data of billions of
people.” John Snow apologizes for
the unfortunate end of Game of
Thrones. Here’s what a deepfake
can look like.

The majority of countries follow
democratic and socialist systems.
Statements given by Presidents
and PMs can deeply influence on
the world. Rebels are constantly
using deepfake AI to spread
rumors and provoke violence in
the society. Furthermore,
maleficent use of this technology
is responsible for spreading fake
propaganda. This is resulting in
unnecessary violence, protests,
rage, and cyber-mob attacks on
the victims.

USE
YOUR
BRAIN&
TECHNOLOGY
Last year the Microsoft
announced two new pieces
of technology, both of
which aim to give readers
the necessary tools to filter

There are two primary
ways to guard against a
deep fake: use your brain
and use technology. The
first we’ve already touched
on. Deep fakes appeal
directly to every instinct of
human nature we possess
to believe it. Like Agent
Mulder on the X-Files, we
want to believe.
Unfortunately, the state of
media today is such that
believing without
questioning invites
disaster, so just don’t do it.

out what’s real and what
isn’t.

The first of these, the Microsoft Video Authenticator, analyses images and
videos to give “a percentage chance, or confidence score, that the media is
artificially manipulated,” per a blog on Microsoft’s official site.
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HOW GENERATIVE
ADVERSARIAL
NETWORKS(GANS)
ARE
TRANSFORMING
WHOLE
INDUSTRIES TODAY
Increasingly, the progress of
AI has a significant impact on
our lives.
Back in 2014, we first heard
about the Generative
adversarial networks
introduced by Ian
Goodfellow.

GANs are a machine learning algorithm
that belongs to a family of generating
models and are built on a combination of
two neural networks, Generator which
creates samples and Discriminator which
tries to distinguish fake samples from
real ones.

The problem is similar to a counterfeiter vs. policeman competition,
where first advances counterfeiting skills alongside increasing
policemen expertise.

The usage of such
technology allows you
to generate photos
that the human eye
perceives as natural
images. For example,
an attempt to
synthesize cats'
photos mislead 67 %
of experts who
consider them to be
real.

#1 FACE
SWAP APP

GAN technology is increasingly used
to create content and data. For
instance, creating pictures for an
online store, avatars for games, or
even virtual presenters for TV
programs. GAN-generated synthetic
data could even be used to teach other
ML systems.
Another area where GANs were
increasingly popular is face swap and
transformation apps. Reface —
Ukrainian app that allows
automatically changing faces on
photographs was names app #1 Face
Swap app in AppStore

GANs can be used for various
things, but what has caught the
public attention is DeepFakes.
Some experts conclude
DeepFakes can have a
tremendous impact on election
manipulation, social engineering,
automated disinformation
attacks, identity theft, and
financial fraud.

From the commercial perspective,
DeepFakes and GANs technology
makes the biggest impact on the
advertising industry.
It slowly removes the need to perform
castings and hire models for
advertising campaigns since AI can
synthesize photos with given
characteristics (hair colour, ethnicity,
age, etc.).

It is financially beneficial, but it can also
create a person's face that resembles you
or your favourite celebrity, introducing
additional pressure on you to buy or click.

SO, GAN IS A
POTENT TOOL, AND
AS WITH EACH
SUCH
TECHNOLOGY, THE
MAIN QUESTION IS
WHETHER IT WILL
BE USED FOR GOOD
OR BAD.

